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Abstract
Age is the most important risk factor for the occurrence of cancer, and a
declining mortality from heart disease and other non-cancer causes leaves an
older population that is at high risk of developing cancer. Choosing the optimal
treatment for older cancer patients may be a challenge. Firstly, older age and
associated factors such as comorbidities, functional limitations, and cognitive
impairment are risk factors for adverse effects of cancer treatment. Secondly,
older patients are often excluded from clinical trials, and current clinical
guidelines rarely address how to manage cancer in patients who have
comorbidities or functional limitations. The importance of incorporating frailty
assessment into the preoperative evaluation of older surgical patients has
received increasing attention over the last 10 years. Furthermore, studies that
include endpoints such as functional status, cognitive status, and quality of life
beyond the standard endpoints, i.e. postoperative morbidity and mortality, are
starting to emerge. This review looks at recent evidence regarding geriatric
assessment and frailty in older surgical cancer patients and provides a
summary of newer studies in colorectal, liver, pancreatic, and gynecological
cancer and renal and central nervous system tumors.
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Introduction
The majority of cancer patients are older, and, since surgery is 
one of the key treatment modalities in cancer, medical profession-
als need to keep up to date with recent advances in cancer sur-
gery for older patients. Over the last 10 years, the importance of  
incorporating frailty assessment in the preoperative work-up for 
older surgical cancer patients has become evident since it has been 
shown that it successfully predicts the length of hospital stay, com-
plications, survival, and costs1,2. Surgical techniques have become 
less invasive, anesthesia has become safer, and life expectancy is 
rising steadily; for this reason, octogenarians, nonagenarians, and 
even centenarians are being considered for major cancer surgery. 
There is thus a strong need for selecting older patients for the 
right treatment. Older patients are heterogeneous, ranging from fit 
patients with a long life expectancy to frail patients with a very short 
life expectancy, and chronological age alone is a poor predictor  
of life expectancy and treatment outcomes3–5. Lack of information  
to risk-stratify older patients for treatment may lead to under- 
treating fit older patients and over-treating frail older patients. In 
this review, we look at publications from the last five years on  
geriatric assessment (GA) and frailty in older surgical cancer  
patients. We will also present selected studies in colorectal, 
liver, pancreatic, and gynecological cancers as well as renal and  
central nervous system (CNS) tumors, with a particular focus on  
publications that include GA and frailty data.

Methods
A literature search using the Medline database was performed. 
The following inclusion criteria were used: humans, review, 
adult, English language, and publication during the last five years. 
The search terms used were “((“Geriatric Assessment”[Mesh]) 
OR (geriatric assessment*[tiab])) AND ((“Neoplasms”[Mesh]) 
OR (neoplasm*[tiab] OR cancer*[tiab] OR tumor[tiab] OR  
tumors[tiab] OR oncolog*[tiab] OR malignan*[tiab])). Abstracts 
were reviewed for relevance to the review question. Other signifi-
cant studies cited in the reference lists of the selected papers were 
also evaluated. We focused on papers regarding GA and frailty in 
cancer surgery as well as selected specific cancer types: colorec-
tal, liver, pancreatic, and gynecological cancer as well as renal and 
CNS tumors. The literature search identified 170 citations, of which 
42 were reviewed in detail, and 28 were included in this review.

Geriatric assessment and frailty in cancer surgery
In recent years, four systematic reviews on frailty and GA in older 
surgical patients with cancer have been undertaken1,6–8. Frailty is a 
term used as a marker of vulnerability, identifying individuals with 
a reduced capacity to respond to external stressors. Frailty may 
be viewed as a summary of a person’s health status and gives a 
more precise description of an individual’s vulnerability than does 
chronological age. In cancer surgery, there is no standardized way 
of identifying frailty in an individual patient. The two most com-
monly used methods are the physical frailty phenotype and the 
accumulation of deficits theory9. Fried and colleagues constructed 
the physical frailty phenotype model, where the patient is assessed 
in five dimensions: weight loss, physical activity, exhaustion, grip 
strength, and walking speed10. A person who scores below the 20th 
percentile of the normal population in at least three of these five 
dimensions is considered frail, while a person who scores poorly 

in two dimensions is categorized as pre-frail. The phenotypic 
frailty model is linked to sarcopenia (loss of muscle mass and 
function) and functional status but does not consider comorbidity 
and cognitive function. Rockwood and colleagues have suggested 
assessing frailty based on counting the number of deficits across 
a variety of health indicators such as functional status, cognitive 
function, comorbidities, emotional and nutritional status, and social  
support11. The more that is wrong with the person, the frailer the 
person is. This model considers comorbidities and disability to be 
deficits associated with aging, and such deficits eventually lead to 
a physiological decline. In geriatric medicine, a GA is a system-
atic evaluation of an individual’s functional status, comorbidities, 
polypharmacy, cognitive status, nutritional status, emotional status,  
and social support (see Table 1). Based on the GA, the treating  
physician may quantify frailty, identify treatable conditions 
that can be optimized before surgery (such as malnutrition and  
depression), predict postoperative complications, evaluate  
decision-making capacity, and plan the treatment trajectory. Feng 
and colleagues reviewed prospective cohort studies published 
between 2000 and 2013 that looked at GA and postoperative  
outcomes in patients older than 60 years7. The authors concluded 
from the review that components of the GA are consistently  
associated with adverse postoperative outcomes. Outcomes  
included postsurgical morbidity and mortality, discharge to an  
institution, and all-cause mortality. Six studies were identified: two 
thoracic oncology cohorts, three colorectal cancer (CRC) cohorts, 
and one cohort of solid tumors. The studies included various  
components of a GA, and the most frequently incorporated com-
ponents were functional status measured by activities of daily  
living (ADLs), comorbidities, nutrition, and mood. The least-
included  components were mobility, frailty as a compos-
ite measure, polypharmacy, and social support. Postoperative  
complications were predicted by higher American Society of 
Anesthesiology (ASA) scores, cognitive impairment, functional 

Table 1. Examples of domains and tests included in a geriatric 
assessment.

Domain Tools (examples)

Functional status – Activities 
of daily living (ADL)

ADL (Katz index) 
IADLs (Lawton Scale)

Functional status – objective 
performance tests

5 m gait speed 
Timed Up and Go 
Short Physical Performance 
Battery 

Comorbidity Charlson’s comorbidity index 
Cumulative Illness Rating Scale 

Polypharmacy Number of drugs

Cognitive function Mini-Cog™ 
Mini Mental State Evaluation

Nutritional status Mini Nutritional Assessment 

Emotional status Geriatric Depression Scale

Social support

IADL – instrumental activities of daily living
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impairment, depression, and frailty—regardless of how frailty was 
identified. None of the studies found that age was a predictor of 
complications. Handforth and colleagues studied the prevalence  
and outcomes of frailty in older cancer patients in a systematic 
review1. The review included 20 studies; 3 of the studies were 
in surgical patients. The authors concluded that the prevalence 
of frailty and pre-frailty is high in older cancer patients; median 
estimates were 42% and 43%, respectively. However, the defini-
tion of frailty varied considerably between studies. In any case, 
older cancer patients with frailty were at higher risk of all-cause  
mortality, postoperative mortality, and postoperative complications. 
Current data thus indicate three important issues: (1) a large number 
of older surgical cancer patients are frail or pre-frail, (2) frailty 
can be identified based on a GA, and (3) frailty is a predictor of  
negative outcomes, including 30-day postoperative morbidity and 
mortality as well as long-term mortality. Therefore, it is clear that 
frailty needs to be assessed routinely in older patients. In clinical  
practice, an assessment of frailty based on a GA may identify  
cognitive impairment relevant for decision-making, comorbidities, 
polypharmacy, and nutritional issues that can be optimized as well 
as functional status that is an important predictor of life expect-
ancy, complications, and rehabilitation potential. In research, it is 
mandatory to include frail patients and describe patient frailty by  
including data regarding comorbidities and functional and  
cognitive status so that results from studies can be generalized to  
the real-world setting. If clinical trials keep failing to include 
patients with comorbidities and frailty, we will not be able to 
improve care of the real-world population of older surgical cancer 
patients12. Unfortunately, as will be clear from the remainder of this 
review, only a few studies in older surgical cancer patients include 
frailty and GA data.

Colorectal cancer
Several studies have reported on the use of GA and frailty to 
predict outcomes in older patients operated upon for CRC3,5,8. A 
recent study from the Netherlands showed that the utilization of a 
laparoscopic approach in patients with CRC increased significantly 
between 2008 and 2011, resulting in reduced mortality rates, partic-
ularly for the older population. The reduction in mortality rates was 
shown for perioperative mortality, 3-month mortality, and 1-year 
mortality13. Even though patients who were treated laparoscopically 
were younger and had lower disease stage and less comorbidity, 
the authors argued that the change in mortality was not the result 
of confounding by indication. Another review looked at long-term 
changes in physical function in older patients after surgery14. It was 
found that both physical functioning and role functioning were 
significantly affected by CRC surgery. Initial losses were partially 
recovered during follow-up, but there seemed to be a permanent loss 
in physical capacity, especially in older patients, most commonly 
defined as 70 years and older. In 2014, the International Society 
of Geriatric Oncology (SIOG) published updated guidelines on the 
treatment of CRC in older patients15. In these guidelines, the need 
for a pre-treatment GA was emphasized. Other recommendations 
regarding surgery included considering a prehabilitation program, 
avoiding emergency surgery, and carefully considering the conse-
quences of the construction and siting of the stoma. Ugolini and 
colleagues reviewed the literature regarding CRC in older patients 

and pointed out that evidence-based guidelines are lacking, since 
older patients with comorbidities and frailty are often excluded 
from clinical trials16. Data show that particularly preoperative 
frailty, comorbidity, and malnutrition are associated with nega-
tive outcomes. The review also emphasizes the good results that 
have been obtained with laparoscopic surgery in older patients with 
CRC. These results extend beyond improved postoperative morbid-
ity, as functional recovery is also improved with laparoscopic treat-
ment. The review by Ugolini recommends the fast-track programs 
in older patients operated upon for CRC, as this reduces morbidity 
and improves functional recovery. Studies show that older patients 
derive the same benefit from fast-track programs as do younger 
patients, even if the older cohort has more comorbidities and higher 
ASA scores.

In a prospective study from Norway, the changes in quality of life 
(QoL) after CRC surgery in frail patients compared to non-frail 
patients were evaluated17. The study found a statistically and clini-
cally significant improvement in QoL scores three months after 
surgery, both for the total cohort and for the subgroups of non-frail 
and frail patients. One-way repeated-measures analyses of variance 
showed a significant effect of time for emotional function (P<0.001) 
and QoL (P<0.001). For physical function, however, there was no 
overall significant effect of time (P=0.08). The patients categorized 
as frail had lower scores overall (for physical function, the overall 
difference was 20.4), but the trajectory of scores was comparable to 
the non-frail group. At long-term follow-up (1.5–2.5 years), emo-
tional functioning and QoL scores had decreased across groups but 
still remained above baseline values. Based on these results, being 
frail does not seem to be a contraindication to elective surgery, even 
if frailty predicts postoperative complications.

Liver tumors and pancreatic cancer
Owing to advances in perioperative care and surgical techniques,  
an increasing number of older patients are offered resection 
of primary and secondary liver tumors. In a study from 2016,  
Sciergens and colleagues showed that patient age has limited impact 
on survival in the first 39 months after surgery18. In their study, 
where comorbidities were assessed by using Charlson’s comor-
bidity index, comorbidity did not decrease survival within the first 
5 years. Unfortunately, the study did not include data on patient 
frailty, and patients who underwent surgery were probably more 
fit than the general population. In comparison, a population-based 
study from Canada showed that older patient age was associated 
with not receiving liver surgery for CRC liver metastases: patients 
older than 75 underwent one resection per 101 incident cases, while 
patients younger than 65 underwent one resection per 26 incident 
cases19.

Pancreatic cancer is an aggressive form of cancer, and the prog-
nosis is poor. Changes in perioperative management have allowed 
for resections in older patients if they are fit. Studies of octogenar-
ians undergoing pancreatic surgery are usually small but show that 
selected patients may undergo surgery with postoperative results 
comparable to younger patients20. Riall and colleagues investi-
gated time trends in surgical resection rates and operative mortal-
ity in older adults with locoregional pancreatic cancer in order to  
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determine the effect of age on surgical resection rates and  
survival21. From 1992 to 2005, surgical resection rates in patients 
aged 66 and older increased from 20 to 29%, respectively. Post-
operative mortality rates decreased from 9 to 5%. Patients were 
less likely to be resected with older age, but, even for patients over  
85 years, resection was associated with lower hazard of death  
compared to unresected participants younger than 70 years. The 
authors concluded that the benefit of resection does not diminish  
with older age in selected patients. In a systematic review and  
meta-analysis from 2014 looking at pancreatic resection in patients 
aged 80 and older, Casadei and colleagues concluded that patients 
over the age of 80 have an increased incidence of postoperative 
mortality, morbidity, and cardiac complications, and they advised 
that only selected patients should undergo surgery22. However, 
comorbidities seem to be responsible for the increased risk associ-
ated with surgery in older patients. Unfortunately, patient frailty 
was not reported in any of the nine studies included in the review, 
and all studies were retrospective. In conclusion, older age seems 
to be a predictor of negative outcomes for major surgery such 
as pancreatic resections, but the data are limited. For colorectal  
cancer resections, the impact of age per se seems to be less  
pronounced.

Gynecological cancer
Older women with cervical cancer experience poorer survival 
than do younger women, and a review by Elit and colleagues tries 
to answer why this is the case23. The authors find that a number 
of confounders influence whether age impacts survival, such as 
comorbidities, stage, histology, grade, type of treatment, less  
radical surgery, lack of adjuvant radiation therapy, and lower rates 
of chemotherapy. Studies show that when older women are treated 
in a similar fashion to younger women, survival is comparable. 
However, this is partly because older women in such studies are 
selected and do not represent the normal population. Again, studies 
that include GA variables are needed.

In ovarian cancer, primary cytoreductive surgery followed by  
platinum-based chemotherapy is the cornerstone of treatment in 
patients with advanced disease. Women over the age of 80 are less 
likely to receive surgery and less likely to have an optimal cytore-
duction24. There is substantial toxicity associated with aggressive 
primary cytoreduction in older patients, particularly those over the 
age of 75. In a recent systematic review, both increased age and  
disease stage were strong predictors of 30-day mortality25. The authors 
found that the estimated 30-day mortality for primary cytoreduction 
was 4.6%. In patients older than 75 with FIGO stage IV disease, 
the 30-day predicted mortality reached almost 40%. In a retrospec-
tive study of 85 patients over the age of 80 undergoing cytoreduc-
tive surgery, 13% died prior to discharge and 20% died within  
60 days of surgery26. In a pragmatic paper on the treatment of  
ovarian cancer in older women, Dr Lichtman proposes how to 
approach decision-making27. The surgeon should consider two 
factors: firstly, if the disease is anatomically amenable to optimal 
resection, and, secondly, whether the patient is able to tolerate the 
surgery with acceptable risk. The second question rests on per-
forming a GA for individual decision-making in order to establish 
the degree of patient frailty. In ovarian cancer, however, patients 

presenting with advanced disease may be debilitated owing to the 
effects of the disease, such as weight loss and hypoalbuminemia. 
Patients who need time to be medically optimized prior to surgery 
or who are initially unresectable on presentation may benefit from 
neoadjuvant therapy.

Renal tumors
A common finding in older patients is small renal masses found 
incidentally on CT scans. The majority of small renal masses are 
malignant, but about 60% are indolent cancers, while 20% are 
aggressive cancers28. In older patients, particularly if the patient is 
frail, the finding of a small mass in the kidney poses a challenge. 
A biopsy may be used to risk-stratify patients in order to avoid 
unnecessary surgical interventions. However, renal cell masses 
have a high chance of harboring a renal cell carcinoma. Alterna-
tive approaches to performing a biopsy are active surveillance, 
partial nephrectomy, radical nephrectomy, cryoablation, and radi-
ofrequency ablation. In patients with frailty and comorbidities, the 
risk of dying of causes other than renal cell cancer is increased. 
Thus, a GA is recommended before proceeding with either a renal 
biopsy or other treatment options. Studies show that both partial 
nephrectomy and radical nephrectomy provide excellent oncologic 
results28. Partial nephrectomy or nephron-sparing surgery reduces 
the incidence of renal dysfunction, but it is unclear whether these 
approaches improve survival. An alternative approach is active sur-
veillance. There is no accepted protocol for active surveillance, but, 
according to the studies that have been performed, this approach 
is a non-inferior management strategy with regard to oncologic 
outcome for selected patients, depending on both disease charac-
teristics and patient characteristics. Thermal ablative techniques 
such as cryoablation and radiofrequency ablation are alternatives 
to surgery. These methods are inferior to surgery for oncological 
outcome, with a meta-analysis showing that 5.2% of lesions man-
aged with cryoablation and 12.9% of lesions managed with radi-
ofrequency ablation had local progression after a median of 18.7 
months29. This approach may be considered in frail patients who are 
not candidates for surgery.

Cytoreductive nephrectomy is considered standard of care in 
patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma30. Surgery may be 
efficient in treating symptoms associated with the tumor, such as 
hematuria and pain. Studies regarding surgery for metastatic renal 
cell carcinoma in older patients have not included GA variables, 
and we have little knowledge of the impact of frailty on postopera-
tive outcomes31. Older patients should undergo surgery if they are 
considered fit and the tumor is resectable, and it is recommended 
that surgery is followed by systemic targeted therapies.

Central nervous system tumors
Unfortunately, most studies in CNS tumors in older patients lack 
data regarding frailty. Poon and colleagues found that only 5 out 
of 13 studies in older patients with meningiomas reported data on 
comorbidity32. In the review by Poon, it is emphasized that menin-
giomas are benign and that surgery can potentially achieve excel-
lent long-term outcomes in older patients as long as the risks of 
surgery are acceptable. In small or medium-sized meningiomas, 
stereotactic radiosurgery is recommended. Data on the watchful 
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waiting strategy in patients not treatable with stereotactic radiosur-
gery are very limited.

In high-grade gliomas (anaplastic astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma,  
and glioblastoma multiforme [GBM]), the prognosis is poor, 
and the optimal extent of surgical resection in older patients  
remains uncertain. A systematic review by Almenawer and col-
leagues concluded that outcomes such as overall survival and func-
tional status were positively associated with increasing extents of 
safe resection, but the number of patients over the age of 75 or 80 
in the included studies is not reported, nor are GA or frailty data33. 
In a study by Arvold about treatment options for GBM in older 
patients, age is reported to be the most powerful prognostic factor, 
while the extent of surgical resection is the most important predic-
tor of survival34. In general, there are very little data on surgery 
for older patients with GBM. A review by Gallego and colleagues 
looked at the management of older adults with low- and high-grade  
gliomas35. They also concluded that more prospective studies 
are needed, but studies indicate that active management of older 
patients with gliomas may have a positive impact on survival with-
out impairing either cognition or QoL. There has been a shift from 
a nihilist therapeutic attitude towards this population to an active 
evidence-based approach. In patients with GBM, the need for  
histology in order to establish the correct classification and  
grading is emphasized, as magnetic resonance imaging is not  
sufficient. Although a modest improvement in survival with  
surgical resection compared to biopsy is seen, the benefit of  
resection decreases in the presence of poor performance status,  

neurological deficits, larger tumors, and patients with chronic 
obstructive pulmonary disease36.

Conclusions
Our knowledge regarding the optimal surgical treatment of older 
patients with cancer is slowly increasing, but most studies are still 
reporting data from a selected group of fit older patients. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that fit older patients seem to tolerate surgery 
well, while patients who are frail experience more complications 
and poorer survival. However, we need more data regarding the 
treatment of patients with vulnerability, frailty, comorbidities, func-
tional limitations, and cognitive impairment. Such data are essential 
in order to translate results from clinical studies into clinical prac-
tice, and we believe that it should be mandatory to include frailty 
data in all studies of older cancer patients.
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